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ABSTRACT 

A relational data base for thermo-chemical material parameters is presented. This data base is motivated 
by the recommendations of AVT-136 in order to systematically assess differences e.g. in recombination 
coefficients measured with different methodologies. However, the complexity of the respective methods is 
evident such that the consideration has a clearly metrological aspect. Moreover, some key parameter 
fields have to be identified e.g. in order to simplify the implementation of such data in numerical models. 
The development is currently ongoing and the paper presents the state of the art. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The major challenge for atmospheric entry technology is the immense aerodynamic heating of the entry 
vehicles. Due to the very high relative velocities between vehicle and atmosphere a bow shock forms in 
front of the vehicle, which is then exposed to a dissociated (sometimes even ionized) non-equilibrium 
flow. The subsequent relaxation processes include atom recombination partly occurring at or near the 
vehicle’s surface. The heat of recombination released thereby contributes significantly to the total heat 
flux on the vehicle, but also varies considerably depending on the catalytic properties of the vehicle’s 
thermal protection system (TPS). Specifically, the total heat flux on a vehicle with a fully-catalytic surface 
can be up to three times larger than the total heat flux on a vehicle with a non-catalytic one. A profound 
knowledge of the catalytic behavior of certain gas-surface combination is, therefore, both desirable and 
necessary in order to develop sufficient TPS for entry vehicles with an acceptable degree of conservatism. 

The catalytic behavior of gas-surface combinations can be approached quantitatively by the definition of 
the catalytic efficiency as the ratio of the number of recombining particles to the total number of the 
respective atomic particles hitting the surface: 

γ = nrecombining / n impinging 

Over the course of several decades, many experiments have been conducted in order to determine the 
catalytic behavior of various gas-surface combinations. An overview over the different measurement 
methods adopted in these experiments is given in [1]. However, the results gained from these studies vary 
considerably with catalytic efficiencies for similar conditions spanning up to two orders of magnitude. 
Furthermore, a systematical collection of these results has not happened yet to the best knowledge of the 
authors. 

In addition, catalytic gas-surface interactions are approached numerically by efforts to devise detailed 
models including elementary chemical reactions such as the adsorption and desorption processes of atoms 
at the surface. A fairly complete model for silicon carbide surfaces is provided by [2]. These numerical 
models, however, include several parameters which cannot be devised by physical considerations, but 
have to be adjusted manually for the numerical results to fit experimental data. 
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2.0 AIMS 

Considering the vast amount of experimental data with its inconsistencies mentioned above on the one 
side and a number of numerical models depending on experimental data for validation on the other side, it 
is most sensible to expect further insights by systematically collecting and assessing the available data. 

One objective of this work is therefore to create a relational database for catalysis relevant data (for the 
remainder of this paper the shorter term catalysis database will be used for the sake of convenience) 
which shall provide the means for a systematic and comprehensive collection and structuring of catalytic 
coefficients obtained by experiment. This collection will not only consist of the results themselves such as 
the catalytic coefficients and the flow conditions, but will explicitly take into account the measurement 
methods used to obtain these results. This will provide the groundwork for a general metrological analysis 
of the measurement methodologies used for obtaining catalytic coefficients. 

The second objective refers to the numerical studies conducted to obtain models of catalytic gas-surface 
reactions. As mentioned in section 1, several parameters of these models have to be adjusted by calibration 
with experimentally obtained data. The goal is therefore to collect representative sets of values for these 
modelling parameters in order to be able to map them to catalytic coefficients obtained by measurement. 
That way, data gained by both approaches can be connected in order to bridge the gap between model and 
experiment. 

Thirdly, the database shall be transformed into an openly accessible database where the scientific 
community can enter their data on catalysis into the database as well as access the data stored therein. Via 
an appropriate review process the scientific quality of the different sets of data in combination with their 
traceability can be ascertained. A potential means to guarantee a certain level of quality is to allow only 
peer-reviewed documents as data base input. 

3.0 DATABASE 

3.1 Relational Databases 
Although there are several ways to implement a database management system, the concept of relational 
databases has established itself successfully. A relational database consists of several tables, in which the 
data sets (also called records) are entered such that each row corresponds to one record. The columns of 
each table define the records’ attributes. The main advantage of this structure is the possibility to define a 
specific unique attribute called the primary key to identify each record. This primary key could either be 
an already existing unique attribute of the record such as e.g. the ISBN of a book or simply an additional 
entry such as a number. This primary key can then be used to identify the corresponding record, which 
greatly simplifies cross-referencing of records over several tables. As each record is uniquely identified by 
its primary key, there is no need for multiple entries of any record’s other attributes, thus redundancies and 
inconsistencies of the data sets are avoided. This possibility of identifying data sets by one single attribute 
is the basis of relational queries, which will be used extensively in the work proposed in this paper. 

3.2 Layout of the Catalysis Database 
The general layout of the catalysis database is shown in Figure 1 with each box representing one table and 
the arrows between the boxes describing interconnections between these tables. The direction of the 
arrows show the actual “flow” of data, i.e. if one table references an attribute of a second table the arrow is 
directed from the second table to first one as the information is fed to the first table. All these cross-links 
consist of so-called foreign keys which principally define a given attribute of one table to be connected to 
an attribute of a second table. By this means two records in different tables can be connected with each 
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other. The merit of these foreign keys will become clear in the following, when the tables’ structures are 
explained. 

First, it is worth noting that the naming of the database follow a certain standardized scheme. The working 
title of the database is “katdb” and constitutes the first part of each table’s name. As will be seen later, this 
standard propagates further as each table’s attributes include the name of their corresponding table. This 
convention is common among database applications and increases the clarity and comprehensibility of the 
database’s structure. 

katdb_results

katdb_surface

katdb_gas

katdb_publ

katdb_publtype

katdb_sources

katdb_numkatdb_expkatdb_method katdb_authors

katdb_sttype

 

Figure 1: Tables and their crosslinks 

The number of tables and cross-links arise from the attempt to normalize the database [3], i.e. to avoid 
redundancies of data which might lead to data inconsistencies. Therefore, a normalized relational 
database’s underlying principle dictates that no piece of information be stored in the database more than 
once. In order to comply with this requirement, every relevant piece of information that is bound to appear 
several times is extracted into a separate table and will be referenced via foreign keys as mentioned above. 
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These separated tables will be presented first. 

A defining piece of information concerning catalytic coefficients is the gas-surface combination under 
examination; however, there are generally many studies examining one specific gas-surface combination 
and also several studies examining different surfaces exposed to the same gas. Information regarding 
surface, gas and the actual experiment should therefore be distributed to three different tables in order to 
allow for regarding all possible combinations without having to enter a specific surface or gas more than 
one time. The different surfaces and gases studied will therefore be stored in the tables “katdb_surface” 
and “katdb_gas”, respectively, the structures of which are shown in Table 1. When entering a specific 
study it is now sufficient to provide only the primary keys of the surface and gas under consideration. 

katdb_surface katdb_gas 

sf_id Primary Key g_id Primary key 

sf_surface Surface g_gas Gas 

Table 1: Structures of Tables "katdb_surface" and "katdb_gas" 

For the experimental determination of catalytic coefficients several different measurement methodologies 
exist as mentioned in section 1 and summarized in [1]. Regarding these measurement methods, the same 
argument as with gases and surfaces can be made, thus all measurement methods will be stored in the table 
“katdb_methods” as shown in Table 2. 

katdb_methods 

m_id Primary Key 

m_method Surface 

Table 2: Structure of Table "katdb_methods" 

The required information about a study include its bibliographic data, i.e. its authors, year of publication, 
type of publication (journal article, conference paper etc.), title, name or designation of the journal or 
conference and its digital object identifier (DOI). Again, in order to achieve a normalized database 
structure, data appearing more than once are distributed to different tables, in this case 
“katdb_publication”, “katdb_publtype” and “katdb_authors”, described in Table 3 and Table 4. 

katdb_publication katdb_publtype 

p_id Primary Key pt_id Primary key 

p_name Name of Journal of Conference pt_name Type of Publication 

p_short Abbreviated Name (for bibliographic reference)   

p_type Type of Publication [Foreign key to pt_id]   

Table 3: Structures of Tables "katdb_publication" and "katdb_publtype" 

katdb_authors 
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a_id Primary Key 

a_name Name 

a_first First Name 

Table 4: Structure of Table "katdb_authors" 

The complete information about an experimental study consists of the general information introduced 
above and information unique to this study. Therefore, these data are entered or referenced in the table 
“katdb_exp” in order to define a specific study. The structure of this table is shown in Table 5. 

katdb_exp 

exp_id Primary Key  

exp_auth1 Lead Author Foreign Key to katdb_authors/a_id 

exp_auth2 Second Author Foreign Key to katdb_authors/a_id 

exp_title Title of Publication  

exp_year Year of Publication  

exp_publication Publication Foreign Key to katdb_publication/p_id 

exp_surface Surface under Investigation Foreign Key to katdb_surface/sf_id 

exp_gas Gas under Investigation Foreign Key to katdb_gas/g_id 

exp_method Measurement Methodology Foreign Key to katdb_method/m_id 

exp_bib String with Bibliographic Data  

exp_doi DOI of Publication  

Table 5: Structure of Table "katdb_exp" 

With the experiment completely defined, it is now possible to enter its results, i.e. the catalytic coefficients 
determined for the gas-surface combination under investigation at given flow conditions. As one 
experiment usually has more than just one result, the results are entered in the table “katdb_results” (see 
Table 6) and referenced to the experiments they originate from. 

katdb_results 

r_id Primary Key  

r_exp Experiment Foreign Key to katdb_exp/exp_id 

r_h_t Total Enthalpy of Free Stream  
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r_u_inf Free Stream Velocity  

r_p Static Pressure  

r_p_t Total Pressure  

r_X_O Oxygen Mole Fraction  

r_X_N Nitrogen Mole Fraction  

r_T_w Wall Temperature  

r_gamma Catalytic Efficiency (γ)  

r_beta Energy Accommodation Coefficient (β)  

r_gamma_eff Effective Catalytic Efficiency (γ’) Defined as γ’ = γ β 

Table 6: Structure of Table "katdb_results" 

As mentioned in section 2, one of the aims of our work is to bridge the gap between theoretical modelling 
and numerical simulations on the one hand and experimentally obtained catalysis data on the other hand. 
These numerical models cannot be completely set up by physical considerations alone, but require a 
manual tuning of certain modelling parameters such as described in [2]. Therefore, the database provides a 
table “katdb_num” (see Table 7) in order to collect different sets of values for these modelling parameters. 
Usually, a numerical analysis is calibrated using an existing set of experimental data, which shall therefore 
be included while entering the numerical study’s information. 

katdb_num 

n_id Primary Key  

n_auth1 Lead Author Foreign Key to katdb_authors/a_id 

n_auth2 Second Author Foreign Key to katdb_authors/a_id 

n_title Title of Publication  

n_year Year of Publication  

n_publication Publication Foreign Key to 
katdb_publication/p_id 

n_surface Surface under Investigation Foreign Key to katdb_surface/sf_id 

n_gas Gas under Investigation Foreign Key to katdb_gas/g_id 

n_bib String with Bibliographic Data  

n_doi DOI of Publication  
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n_calib Experimental Data used for Model Calibration Foreign Key to katdb_exp/exp_id 

n_p_t Total Pressure  

n_AAd Adsorption Energy  

n_AAdmax Maximum Adsorption Energy  

n_DDes Desorption Energy  

n_Aer Activation Energy for Eley-Rideal Mechanism  

n_Alh Activation Energy for Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
Mechanism 

 

n_DDiff Diffusion Energy  

n_sigmaAd Cross Section for Adsorption  

n_sigmaER Cross Section for Eley-Rideal Mechanism  

n_n0 Number of Free Active Sites  

n_PsLH Steric Coefficient for Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
Mechanism 

 

n_PsDes Steric Coefficient for Desorption  

Table 7: Structure of Table "katdb_num" (based on the parameters in [2]) 

Once a comprehensive collection of both experimental and numerical data is obtained, an extensive 
analysis of these modelling parameter values with respect to experimental data will be possible. 

Finally, in addition to information about the studies and their bibliographic data, electronic versions of the 
corresponding publications, if available, will also be stored on the database server and referenced in the 
database. That way, it will be possible to access the original publication for further information about the 
specific experiment or study. The structure of the corresponding table “katdb_sources” of the database is 
shown in Table 8, whereas Table 9 shows the structure of the auxiliary table “katdb_sttypes” needed in 
order to distinguish between experimental and numerical studies. 

katdb_sources 

src_id Primary Key  
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src_expnum Type of Study (experimental or 
numerical) 

Foreign Key to katdb_sttypes/tp_id 

src_enid Study Foreign Key to katdb_exp/exp_id or 
katdb_num/n_id 

src_source Path to Stored pdf File  

Table 8: Structure of Table "katdb_sources" 

katdb_sttypes 

tp_id Primary Key 

tp_type Type of Study 

Table 9: Structure of Table "katdb_sttypes"   

The normalized database format presented in this section is advantageous with respect to data integrity and 
avoidance of redundancies. However, it does not provide a convenient means to either enter data to the 
database or to access data from the database. The necessary queries are very long and involve a great 
number of joins between the tables on the one hand and also require knowledge of the syntax of the query 
language. For this reason, a web-based interface has been developed in order to provide a front end for the 
users of the database. 

4.0 INTERFACE 

In order to provide users not familiar with either the internal structure of the database or the proper query 
syntax with the possibility to enter and access the data, a web-based interface has been developed using 
the common php, html and JavaScript languages. This interface consists of different forms to enter or 
access experimental and numerical data. These forms are in turn connected to the database and can 
therefore display information stored therein. 

The general principle underlying the entry forms’ layout is to use the data already stored in the database as 
much as possible such that the user shall enter as little “original” information as possible. To do so, the 
forms present drop-down lists with all authors, journals, conferences, gas-surface combinations and 
measurement methodologies already existing in the database. Having the user choose from these lists 
instead of always requiring original entries will on the one hand facilitate the entering of new data and will 
on the other hand prevent inconsistencies of the data (differences in spelling could for instance cause the 
same entry to appear several times in the database). 

The input form for experimentally obtained catalytic coefficients is divided into three parts as can be seen 
from Figure 2. The first part labeled “bibliographical information” contains the fields required to obtain 
the complete bibliographical data of the experimental study being entered. This includes the authors, the 
title and the year of publication, the type of publication (e.g. article in a peer-reviewed journal), further 
information regarding publication (volume and issue of a journal or date and venue of a conference), the 
DOI and, if available, an electronic version of the document in pdf format. 
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Figure 2: Input Form for Experimentally Obtained Data 

As mentioned above, the input form is connected to database and retrieves the data already stored therein 
in order to display drop-down lists of authors as well as journals or conferences depending on the type of 
publication selected. That way, there will be no need to enter an already existing author or 
journal/conference a second time, which reduces the risk of redundancies or inconsistencies of the data. 

In order to enter an author or journal/conference not yet stored in the database, the option “other” will 
activate a text box in which the new information can be entered. The drop-down list corresponding field 
“second author” also offers the entry “et al” for papers published by more than two authors. 
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The second part of the form is used to obtain the experimental set-up consisting of the gas-surface 
combination under investigation and the measurement methodology applied. Again, the form displays 
existing data to choose from as well as the possibility to enter a new entry into each of the three categories. 

Finally, the actual results of the experiment can be entered into the table at the bottom of the form, where 
the columns correspond to the last ten attributes of the table “katdb_results” described in section 3. The 
form includes several dynamic features that automatically adjust the visible columns corresponding to the 
gas-surface combinations and measurement methodologies selected previously. Selecting nitrogen as the 
test gas will for instance hide the “X_O” column as this attribute would not apply for the experiment. 

The input form for entering numerical data as shown in Figure 3 follows the same general set-up. The first 
section (bibliographic information) consists of exactly the same fields as its counterpart of the 
experimental input form as the same information is required. The second part also requires the entry of the 
gas-surface combination studied; the information about measurement methodologies is missing for 
obvious reasons. 
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Figure 3: Input Form for Numerical Data 

The third part again provides a table to enter the numerical parameters corresponding to the last twelve 
attributes of the table “katdb_num” described in section 3. An explanation of the abbreviations used is 
given below the table. 

The last important information refers to the calibration of the numerical model characterized by the 
parameters entered. In general, numerical models are validated using at least one set of experimental data 
which can be stated at the bottom of the form in a drop-down list, which is connected to the database and 
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lists all the experimental studies already stored therein. 

The third form which is available at this stage of the work is the one used for accessing experimental data 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Output Form for Experimentally Gained Data 

The interface allows the user to select in detail the data he or she is interested in. While it is assumed that 
only one gas-surface combination is of interest at one time, it is possible to select any number of 
measurement methodologies in the query. Furthermore, the attributes of interest can be selected in the last 
section of the form. Submitting the form will execute the corresponding query in the database, whereupon 
the results of the query will be processed to display a tabular collection of the data requested. 

The forms presented above are however still under development and this section can therefore only 
present the state of the art which is subject to enhancement and possibly some changes as the work 
progresses. An overview of the tasks scheduled for the near future is given in the next section. 

5.0 CURRENT STATE AND OUTLOOK 

As mentioned above, this paper presents the state of the art of a currently ongoing development. The 
current state of the work is indicated during the description in the previous sections and will be 
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summarized in this section along with an outlook on the tasks scheduled for the near future. 

At the time of this writing, the database has been developed to the stage described in section 3, offering a 
foundation for the collection of experimental and numerical data regarding catalytic coefficients for air 
and its components on different surfaces. Furthermore, there exist user interfaces to enter experimental 
and numerical data, whereas access to experimental data is provided in a preliminary state. 

The first and most important task which is currently being carried out is the completion of both the 
database and the interfaces. The database is in its current state ready to receive data on air, oxygen and 
nitrogen catalysis and can therefore cover all scenarios of an atmospheric entry on Earth. The atmospheres 
of other celestial bodies within reach of current or near-future spacecraft, however, are composed of other 
gases and therefore require an extension of the database’s tables and, consequently, interfaces. 

In order to allow for user-friendly access to all features of the database, the interfaces have to be 
completed which includes the development of an interface to access numerical data as well as the 
extension of the existing interfaces with respect to additional gases corresponding to the extension of the 
database. 

After a first completion of the database's structure and interfaces, the objective is to eventually transform 
the database into an open database giving the scientific community the possibility to access the data 
already stored, but also to expand the database by entering new data. For this purpose, several 
organizational issues have to be resolved such as devising user management guidelines with respect to 
reading and writing privileges. Any external entry would have to undergo a review process, the details of 
which are already in discussion. 

Furthermore, as the database will include full electronic versions of the source papers, copyright 
restrictions limit their accessibility to a subgroup of users permitted to view these full publications. Other 
issues to be resolved include considerations to be made regarding the security of the database.  

The number of author fields has to be increased or a separate table has to be generated. Here, it is the aim 
to enable relational searches for a maximum diversity of authors. Moreover, error bars or error information 
where available should be included in the next version. 

Moreover, reference chains have to be assessed e.g. in case that a current reference assumes data from 
another reference. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The creation of a relational database on catalysis relevant data is considered a promising contribution to 
the research work conducted in the field of non-equilibrium thermochemistry. On the one hand, it will 
provide a comprehensive collection of experimentally and numerically obtained data on the catalytic 
behaviour of selected gas-surface combinations. On the other hand, the inclusion of information on the 
measurement techniques used to obtain the data will provide the groundwork for a subsequent 
metrological analysis of the data as well as of the measurement methodologies. 

Based on the insights gained from such assessments it might then be possible to devise concrete 
methodological improvements of the existing measurement techniques used to study catalytic behaviour. 
Precisely, a relational data base might point towards (unknown) islands of knowledge and understanding 
leading to technologically and methodologically new ways to explore to assess catalysis in a more integral 
way. 
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